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Welcome to the Neighbourhood Care Networks’ (NCN) Newsletter for ABuHB.  

This regular newsletter aims to keep you updated about how our NCNs are progressing their plans and working 

with partners to deliver community based services that meet the needs of the population served.  

 

Across Gwent 
Small Grants Fund bids received 

 

Following the launch of the Small Grants’ Fund, we have received the following bids to be 

submitted for approval to receive NCN monies. We will let you know if and how they 

progress in future newsletters: 

 Waiting room blood pressure monitor and height adjustable chair 

 Spirometry training and interpretation course 

 Funding staff time for actively managing patient requests for medication 

 Chronic Conditions analysis service to highlight shortfalls when undertaking patient 

consultations 

 Review and assessment of the number of DNA appointments by patients awaiting 

Physiotherapy Services 

 Minor illness Practice Nurse Training 

 Support for Flu Clinics 

 Management of repeat prescribing requests from Community Pharmacies pilot 

 Breastfeeding support groups 

 Place Based Working 

 MIND Active Monitoring for people with Mental Health concerns  

 

Don’t delay, innovate today! All partners are encouraged to submit their bids, which will drive solutions to local 

challenges, to the Small Grants Fund panel for consideration. 

 

If you would like further information about how to apply, or about any of the bids that have already been 

received, please contact your Network Support Officer (see contact details on the back page). 
 

NCN Independent Dental Advisor Vacancy 

 

Have you got what takes to join our NCN team as an Independent Dental Advisor? If you 

are a registered Dentist, available to work with us for 1 session per week and can provide 

clinical leadership and drive forward community and Primary Care service transformation to 

improve health and health services, we want to hear from you! 

 

For more information about this exciting post and to view the job description, visit NHS Jobs. The closing date 

for all applications is Monday 31
st

 October. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neighbourhood Care Networks’ Newsletter 

Putting NCN Plans into action – what we’ve achieved so far... 

https://www.jobs.nhs.uk/xi/vacancy/67aa9875bafa95e0925cc45b9819d70e/?vac_ref=914357364
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DVD to promote a career in Primary Care to Sixth Form students 

 
Lucy Gregory, 

DVD participant 

A DVD funded by NCNs in Gwent has been produced to encourage young people 

to consider a career in Primary Care. 

 

A local doctor and Practice Nurse have been interviewed by a young person about 

their respective careers and what it means to be a part of a Primary Care team.  The 

idea for the DVD was devised by Dr Amanda Head, Torfaen South NCN Lead.  Dr 

Head explains “General Practice is facing significant challenges recruiting staff 

currently. The DVD is part of a programme of work being undertaken along with our 

partners in Education to engage and excite young people, so that they consider the 

numerous opportunities that Primary Care provides for anyone to pursue a 

stimulating and fulfilling career.” 

 

The DVD will be shown to Sixth Form students in all of the schools and colleges in 

Gwent and a doctor and Practice Nurse will be on hand to answer any questions. 
 

My Health Online (MHOL) 

 

My Health Online (MHOL) is an on-line tool attached to GP Practice websites as part of a 

National Implementation Programme with the Welsh Government. Several NCNs plans 

include an intention to increase MHOL. MHOL allows patients to register, create an 

account and then use features, which may include:  

 Booking and cancelling appointments 

 Requesting repeat prescriptions 

 Up-dating personal information 

Each month a report is issued to Health Boards, which shows how much or how little 

MHOL is being used. For example, in July 2016 ABUHB had the highest number of GP 

Practices allowing patients to book or cancel appointments (79%), and also the highest 

number of Practices allowing patients to book prescriptions (96%). ABUHB had the second 

highest number of Practices allowing access to both elements (96%).  
 

Vaccine Preventable Disease Programme Grants awarded to Blaenau Gwent & Caerphilly  

 

The Vaccine Preventable Disease Programme (VPDP) is keen to encourage flu vaccine 

uptake across Wales. Small grants are available to General Practice clusters in Wales as part 

of the VPDP cluster support scheme (2016-17) to help identify useful strategies, and 

support working together in clusters to strengthen local flu immunisation campaign.  

 

All 3 Caerphilly NCNs and both Blaenau Gwent NCNs have accessed the grant, 

established Flu Champions at each GP Practice and a delegated Cluster Flu Lead. The aims 

of the cluster support scheme are to: 

• Encourage and support cluster working to maximise uptake of flu vaccine in eligible 

groups 

• Energise cluster’s and practice’s flu campaigns 

• Encourage innovation and peer support within clusters 

• Identify effective ways of cluster working 

• Enable sharing of best practice 

• Increase flu vaccine uptake in eligible groups 
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NCN-wide Leading Improving Quality Together (IQT) Silver Level Training 

 

43 NCN team members from across all 12 NCNs , including 

social service colleagues, commenced IQT Silver Training, 

delivered by ABCi, on Thursday 15
th

 September. 

 

The purpose of the training is to enable individuals and 

collaborative groups to improve the quality of services that 

they/ their team provide in order to improve patient/ customer 

experiences and health outcomes. The aim is to equip the  

individual with quality improvement knowledge and skills through the application of the ‘Model for Improvement’ 

within their service, which relate to NCN objectives in the NCN plans.   
 

GP Website 

 

Workforce recruitment and retention is a major issue for 

many of our NCNs. The Division of Primary Care & 

Community Services have created, using Access monies, a new 

website aimed at attracting GPs, Practice Nurses, Practice 

Managers and other Primary Care posts to work in Gwent.  It 

contains brief details on working in the area; local knowledge 

and lots of job adverts. 

 

Practices can advertise for free – adverts can be uploaded 

using a button on the website. A publicity launch is planned 

for week commencing 26
th

 September to get the word out to 

the world! 

 

http://www.aneurinbevanprimarycare.co.uk/ 

 
 

ABUHB “Staff” Recognition Awards 

 

We're delighted to announce that the deadline for this year's Staff Recognition Awards has 

been extended to Monday 26th September.  Health Board staff & Primary Care colleagues 

can nominate from any of the categories below for our Recognition Event in December  

 Leadership 

 Improving Patient Experience 

 Quality, Sustainability and Efficiency 

 Health and Wellbeing 

 Partnership Working 

 Team of the Year 

 Going The Extra Mile 

 Education, Research and Innovation 

 

View more information about the Staff Recognition Awards 
 

  

http://www.aneurinbevanprimarycare.co.uk/
http://howis.wales.nhs.uk/sitesplus/866/news/55878
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Blaenau Gwent 
Childhood Obesity Event, Friday 9th September 2016 

 

The Blaenau Gwent Healthy Group has been focusing on a programme of 

work to develop a 2016-2018 plan in support of the priorities outlined in the 

Single Integrated Plan. It was agreed that the primary focus of the group’s 

work over the next 12 months would be to drive forward the partnership 

related aspects of the Childhood Obesity Strategy for Gwent.  

 

An Obesity Workshop was held on 9 September with a wide stakeholder 

audience in attendance. The Workshop focussed on the key themes of Early  

Years; influencing healthy food choices and physical assets. Speakers at the event included local Councillor, 

Public Health and the Director Of Social Services.  Dr David Minton, NCN Lead for Blaenau Gwent West 

presented on the importance of partnership working on the obesity agenda. 

 

Outcomes from the working group discussions at the event are being written up and will inform the actions that 

will be taken forward to address the three themed areas. 
 

Across the East... 2016/17 Action Plan 

 

Subject to final sign-off at the end of September, Blaenau Gwent East NCN Action Plan 

has been submitted and includes the following: 

 Social Prescribing 

 Recruitment of Practice Based Pharmacist 

 To tackle access/ sustainability issues within the NCN  

 Tackling the effects and impact of obesity 

 Increase the uptake of flu vaccinations 

 Increase the uptake of Cervical Screening 

 Lung Cancer Diagnostics – improve clinicians’ access to results of x-rays 

 Implementing Living Well Living Longer in the NCN 
 

Across the West... 2016/17 Action Plan 

 

Subject to final sign-off at the end of September, Blaenau Gwent West NCN Action Plan 

has been submitted and includes the following: 

 Social Prescribing 

 Recruitment of Practice Based Pharmacist 

 To tackle access/ sustainability issues within the NCN  

 Tackling the effects and impact of obesity 

 Increase the uptake of flu vaccinations 

 Brief Intervention training 

 Engagement 
 

Across Caerphilly 
Increased Practice-based Social Worker capacity 

NCN funding was agreed to recruit 7 new Practice Based Social Workers to work across all GP practices in all 3 

of the Caerphilly NCNs for 2016/17. This increase in capacity follows on from the success of the 2015/16 pilot: 

 Caerphilly East NCN has increased from 1 Social Worker to 3.5 

 Caerphilly South NCN has increased from 1 Social Worker to 3.5 

 Caerphilly North NCN has increased from 1 Social Worker to 4 

 

This means that every practice will be able to share a Social Worker and work with them to provide a more social 

model of Primary Care. 
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Across the North... 2016/17 Action Plans 

 

Subject to final sign-off at the end of September, Caerphilly North NCN Action Plan has 

been submitted and includes the following: 

 Additional Pharmacist sessions 

 Additional Practice-based Social Workers 

 Smoking cessation 

 Tackling the effects and impact of obesity 

 Increase the uptake of flu vaccinations 

 Increase the uptake of Learning Disability Enhanced Service 

 
Further objectives are to be confirmed at the next NCN meeting, scheduled for 22

nd
 September. 

 

Across the East... Our first Practice-Based Pharmacist gets his wings!  

We wish to congratulate Lloyd Hambridge in Caerphilly East who recently qualified as an Non- Medical 

Prescriber in COPD.   Following behind him are 6 other Practice-Based Pharmacists who are just completing their 

training in the areas of diabetes, pain and anticoagulants and hope to qualify very soon.  Their training and 

mentorship was funded by their NCNs and the Health Board.  

 

We would also like to wish good luck to 2 more NCN Pharmacists who are starting their Non-Medical training  in 

September 2016.  We will keep you updated as to how they get on.   
 

2016/17 Action Plans 

 

Subject to final sign-off at the end of September, Caerphilly East NCN Action Plan has 

been submitted and includes the following: 

 Additional Pharmacist sessions 

 Additional Practice Based Social Workers 

 Smoking cessation 

 Tackling the effects and impact of obesity 

 Increase the uptake of flu vaccinations 

 Increase the uptake of Learning Disability Enhanced Service 

 Social Prescribing 

 Reduction of prescribing waste management 
 

Across the South...2016/17 Action Plans 

 

Subject to final sign-off at the end of September, Caerphilly South NCN Action Plan has 

been submitted and includes the following: 

 Additional Pharmacist Sessions 

 Additional Practice Based Social Workers 

 Smoking Cessation 

 Tackling the effects & impact of obesity 

 Increase the uptake of flu vaccinations 

 Work towards the National tier 1 target for Childhood Immunisations 

 Increase the uptake of Learning Disability Enhanced Service 

 Increase the uptake of Cervical Screening 

 To continue to increase awareness of dementia friendly communities 
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Caerphilly South NCN Meeting, 15th September 2016 

The NCN Practices and partners received presentations from: 

 Charlotte Coulson, Dementia Support Services, continued to raise awareness of Dementia and services 

available within the NCN. She also encouraged Practice staff to consider free training opportunities to 

support the Dementia Friendly Communities initiative, which remains an objective for Caerphilly South 

NCN.  
 

 Lynne Jones, Support Plus Pilot Groups, explained about the collaborative work taking place between 

Art Therapists and Psychologists, which aims to increase and improve access to a range of treatment 

options and services available to the general population. 

 

 GAVO updated regarding the launch of the Dewis website, which provides a single point of access for 

the public and professionals in Wales to access help and support to improve well-being and access to 

local support services. Susanne Maddax will be providing a site demonstration at the next meeting. 

 

All presentations provided educational information to build links and understanding about services that promote 

improved patient support and how to access them. The NCN plan was reviewed and is awaiting final sign off by 

the end of September 2016. 
 

Across Monmouthshire 
Primary Care Mental Health Support Service: Family Counselling Service 

 

Sarah Rogers and Adrian Perkins, Specialist Systemic Family 

Psychotherapists are piloting a Family Counselling Service in 

Monmouthshire. 

 

Family Therapy helps family members find new ways to communicate 

together about difficulties they are facing within a family context. This 

involves talking, but may also involve communicating through other means  

which suit the family’s needs as a result of long standing issues or times of change.  

 

GPs can refer to Family Therapy via the Monmouthshire Primary Care Mental Health Support Service, which 

assesses referrals for suitability for the service. 

 

 

 

 
 

For further information, please contact: 

Main Office: 

01873 735549 

Adrian Perkins: 

07973 817645 

Sarah Rogers:   

07816 172144 
  

 

Across the North... Community Dietician progress update 

In 2015/16, Donna Price was employed as a full time Community Dietician from NCN monies. Since starting in 

post on 1
st
 April 2016, she has made progress in the following areas: 

 Steady increase in referrals over the first 4 months 

 Monnow Vale clinic has been established 

 Antenatal clinics commenced at Nevill Hall Hospital 

 mapping exercise of agencies available within Monmouthshire that are interested in delivering the 

Foodwise scheme, to be shared with the NCN. 
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Across the South... 2016/17 Action plans and funding 

 

The NCN has agreed the following priorities for 2016/17: 

 Dementia Care: Carried over from last year, it was agreed to continue to build upon 

last year’s success with the implementation of a Dementia Roadmap, and raise, expand 

its profile, for example with the use of the local library service. 
 

 Practice Based Pharmacist: It was agreed to allocate further funding to recruit a part 

time GP Practice-based Pharmacist. Recruiting a full time Pharmacist last year has 

proven to be hugely successful by reducing the burden on GPs. It is anticipated that 

additional capacity can be gained by bringing expertise in this field into the South 

Monmouthshire NCN area. 
 

 Chepstow Hospital development: The NCN agreed to continue to support the on-

going development of the site to ensure services provided are best suited to meet the 

needs of the local community. 
 

Across Newport 
Foodwise for life 

 

Foodwise for Life, is a free six week adult weight 

management programme, delivered by Families First in 

Newport. Participants can either self-refer or be referred 

via a health practitioner. 

 

The programme delivers quality assured healthy eating 

advice within a community setting, using evidence based 

approaches to weight management.  

Information is delivered via structured discussions, hands 

on learning, group work and activities where participants 

can learn more about portion sizes, food labelling, daily 

exercise, recipe swaps and longer term plans for weight 

management. 

 

Group members receive a programme handbook and 

supporting literature from the Change4Life campaign.  

 

Topics focus on: 

 adapting eating habits 

 increasing physical activity 

 using basic behaviour change strategies to facilitate 

weight loss. 

 

 

 

 
 

For further information, or to book a place, please contact Josh Woodham 

Tel: 01633 235600 
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Newport Diabetes Support Group 

 

A Diabetes Support Group has been established in Newport to 

provide a caring, listening ear and support for patients, families, 

friends and carers of patients who have been diagnosed with 

Diabetes. 

 

The group meets on the 3rd Thursday of every month, 19:00-

20:30, in the Church Hall of St Julius and Aaron, Heather Road, 

Newport NP19 7JT. 

 

 

 
 

For further information: 

Email: 

newportdiabetesukgroup@gmail.com 

Visit:  

www.newport.diabetesukgroup.org 

 

 

 

We wear the same shirt: Using football to break down the barriers faced by those living with a 

mental health condition 

 The Football Association Wales Trust has partnered with the 

Time To Change Wales campaign for a new initiative called We 

Wear The Same Shirt. The initiative uses football to help break 

down the barriers faced by those living with a mental health 

condition, whilst enjoying the health benefits promoted by 

being involved in the game. 

 

If you’re an adult with a mental health condition and a Newport 

citizen, We Wear the Same Shirt wants you to join the team! The 

programme consists of free weekday football sessions delivered 

by Newport County AFC’s top coaches at Newport Civil Service 

Sports Club. 

 

 

 

 
 

For further information, please contact Norman 

Tel:  

07468 723636 

Email: 

community@newport-county.co.uk. 

Visit:  

www.wewearthesameshirt.org 
 

 

Across the North... 2016/17 Action plans and funding 

 

Newport North NCN agreed their Action Plan for 2016/17 and are considering investment 

in: 

 a small pilot scheme for Direct Access Physiotherapy  

 six months’ additional pharmacy time, by seconding two Community Pharmacists 

for 1 day per week in each in General Practice 

 offering support for Advanced Nurse Practitioner training 

 a six month pilot for a Paediatric Dietician to undertake an audit of children who 

have a diagnosis of cow’s milk protein allergy. 

 

Other bids were welcomed from the NCN under the Small Grants Scheme. 
 

Across the West... 2016/17 Action plans and funding 

 

Agreement of Newport West NCN’s Action Plan for 2016/17 has taken place, which 

includes the approval of: 

 funding for an additional full time Practice-based Pharmacist  

 a GP Practice IM&T Guidance And Training Pilot for 6 months. 

 

Other bids were welcomed from the NCN under the Small Grants Scheme. 

mailto:newportdiabetesukgroup@gmail.com
http://www.newport.diabetesukgroup.org/
mailto:community@newport-county.co.uk
http://www.wewearthesameshirt.org/
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Across the East... NCN Lead appointed! 

 

Will Beer, Public Health Consultant, commenced in post as Newport East NCN Lead on 

15
th

 September.  Will was born in Newport and lives close by with his young family, and will 

be a familiar face to many NCNs. 

 

Will had a busy first day which included attendance at the first Silver IQT teaching session 

delivered by ABCi, followed by chairing his first NCN meeting. We would like to welcome 

Will to the NCN team and look forward to working with him.  

 

Next issue... We catch up with Will to find out about his first few weeks and what he looks forward to achieving in 

his new role as NCN Lead. 
 

2016/17 Action plans and funding 

 

Following agreement of Newport East NCN’s Action Plan for 2016/17, funding has been 

approved for: 

 an additional Practice-based Pharmacist 

 development of a proposal to support Practice Nurse training for this financial 

year 

 working towards a collaborative proposal for Social Prescribing to be rolled out in 

2017/18. 
 

Across Torfaen 
Social Prescribing Workshop 

Torfaen CBC working in partnership with Public Health and Torfaen North NCN hosted a feedback event 

about the Social Prescribing Pilot and the impact that the post is having in North Torfaen. This is really important 

to know as many NCNs are investing in Social Prescribing projects 

 

A wide range of partners from Torfaen and other areas across Wales attended and took part in workshops to 

help further develop the service and encourage referrals to the Social Prescriber, Lynn Roberts.  Other aims 

included the development of an integrated network of wellness services to improve individuals’ access to 

services, with opportunities to reduce the burden on Primary Care. 166 referrals have been received by the 

service and early evaluation shows: 

 80% of GP’s value the service (20% felt that it was too early to comment)  

 Mental health (28%), financial and housing issues (27%) and social networks, to tackle isolation, (17%) 

are the priority needs for support.  

 Many of the individuals supported have complex and multiple needs  

 Although limited, there is evidence  of reduced and / or more effective GP consultations  

 

Linda Penny,  NCN Clinical Lead North Torfaen explained “This is a perfect example of Prudent Health Care and 

co-production between patients, the Health Board and Torfaen Council and is precisely what NCNs are designed to 

facilitate.”  Linda added “We have committed to continue to fund the post for a further year, and other NCNs 

across Gwent are considering this and other models for investment this year”. 
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The Gwent-wide NCN meeting schedule for October is shown below. We would be grateful if all members could 

ensure that representation is provided. 

 

Date 

 

Time Meeting name Location 

October    

Wednesday 5th  13:00-17:00 Torfaen / North Monmouthshire CPD The Parkway Hotel, Ty Coch Lane, 
Cwmbran NP44 3UW 

Thursday 6th  14:00-16:00 Caerphilly Management Team Meeting Seminar Room 1, Ysbyty Ystrad Fawr, 
Ystrad Mynach, CF82 7EP 

Thursday 6th   09:00-12:00 Newport Practice Managers Forum Bellevue Surgery, Bellevue Terrace, 
Newport NP20 2WQ 

Thursday 13th  09:30-11:30 Newport Integrated Partnership Board 136-140 Corporation Road, Victoria 
House, Newport, NP19 0BH  

Thursday 13th   13:30-14:30 Newport Management Team 136-140 Corporation Road, Victoria 
House, Newport, NP19 0BH  

Thursday 20th   14:00-16:00 Blaenau Gwent Management Team Seminar Room, Ysbyty Aneurin Bevan, 
Festival Drive, Ebbw Vale, NP23 8XE 

Thursday 20th   14:00-17:00 NCN Clinical Leads Boardrooms 1 & 2, Llanarth House, 
Newbridge, NP11 5GH 

Thursday 20th 09:30-11:30 Monmouthshire Management Meeting Room 118, Chepstow Hospital, 
Tempest Way, NP16 5YX 

Thursday 27th   13:30-15:30 Torfaen Integrated Partnership Civic Centre, Pontypool, Torfaen, NP4 
6YB 

 

  

What’s on? 
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Area NCN Lead Clinical Specialties Clinical Director Network Team 

BLAENAU GWENT 

EAST 
Dr. Isolde Shore-Nye 

Living Well, Living Longer 

Public Health Campaigns 

(excluding immunisation) 
Dr. Anne Marie 

Cunningham 

Network Manager 

Jon Lewis 
 

Network Support Officer 

Ian Haywood 

ian.haywood@wales.nhs.uk 

Tel: 01495 241252 

BLAENAU GWENT 

WEST 
Dr. David Minton 

Renal 

Neurology 

Sustainability of services 

CAERPHILLY 

NORTH 
Dr. Alun Walters 

Palliative Care 

Care Homes 

Vacant 

Network Manager 

Jon Lewis 
 

Network Support Officer 

Stella Montgomery 

stella.montgomery@wales.nhs.uk 

Tel: 01495 241275 

CAERPHILLY 

EAST 
Dr. Stuart Thomas 

Respiratory 

Emergency Dept/ WAST 

CAERPHILLY 

SOUTH 
Dr. Alun Edwards 

Cardiology 

Stroke 

Anticoagulation 

GP Webpages 

MONMOUTHSHIRE 

NORTH 
Dr. Brian Harries 

Cross-border issues 

Gastroenterology 
Dr. Alastair Roëves 

Network Manager 

Steve McDonagh 

steve.mcdonagh2@wales.nhs.uk 

Tel: 01495 241239 

MONMOUTHSHIRE 

SOUTH 
Dr. Andy Gray 

Children 

Safeguarding 

NEWPORT 

NORTH 
Dr. Graeme Yule 

Substance Misuse, Mental 

Health & LD 

Dementia 

Veterans 
Dr. Liam Taylor 

Network Manager 

Ian Fido 
 

Network Support Officer 

Kate Hopkins 

kate.hopkins@wales.nhs.uk 

Tel: 01495 241231 

NEWPORT 

EAST 
Will Beer 

ENT 

Vulnerable Groups 

NEWPORT 

WEST 
Dr. Adi Burch 

Radiology 

Laboratory Services 

TORFAEN 

NORTH 
Linda Penny 

Dermatology 

Wounds 

Dr. Sally Lewis 

Network Manager 

Steve McDonagh 
 

Network Support Officer 

Clair Roper 

clair.roper@wales.nhs.uk 

Tel: 01495 241278 

TORFAEN 

SOUTH 
Dr. Amanda Head Women’s Health 

ALL 12 NCNs 

Vacant High Street Dental Practitioners  

Stephanie Campbell High Street Optometry Practitioners stephanie.campbell@wales.nhs.uk 

Paul Mayberry High Street Community Pharmacists paul.mayberry@wales.nhs.uk 
 

 

 

 

Do you want to share what’s happening in your NCN area? 

To submit an article, please contact your NCN Network Support Officer.  
 

About NCNs 

mailto:ian.haywood@wales.nhs.uk
mailto:stella.montgomery@wales.nhs.uk
mailto:steve.mcdonagh2@wales.nhs.uk
mailto:kate.hopkins@wales.nhs.uk
mailto:clair.roper@wales.nhs.uk
file://cymru/abb_data/shares/Primary%20Care%20&%20Community/PC_&_Network_Division/Directorate%20-%20Partnership/General/Admin/Newsletter/Newsletters/Vol%201/Issue%204/stephanie.campbell@wales.nhs.uk
file://cymru/abb_data/shares/Primary%20Care%20&%20Community/PC_&_Network_Division/Directorate%20-%20Partnership/General/Admin/Newsletter/Newsletters/Vol%201/Issue%204/paul.mayberry@wales.nhs.uk

